
CARPET CLEANER MACHINE
Model: R6

USER MANUAL

Read and understand this instruction manual thoroughly before
using the product. It contains important information for your

safety as well as operating and maintenance advice.
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STATEMENT

Thanks for choosing TAB, our product that has been tested to meet our stringent
quality standards. This product is covered with TAB product labor warranty for 12

CONTACT TAB CUSTOMER CARE

months from the date of its original purchase.

Please email us with your order ID and problem or issue via service@tabhome.com,
we will respond within 24 hours.

Please read the User Manual thoroughly. Clean and maintain the product as
instructed. If any abnormalities occur, please refer to the Troubleshooting Guide first.

This warranty is void if the defect is caused by accidental damage, misuse, abuse,
neglect, improper repair or alteration by unauthorized persons, or a failure to follow
operating instructions provided with the product. This warranty does not apply to
normal wear and tear or commercial use.

BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND
CAUTIONARY MARKINGS IN YOUR USER GUIDE AND ON THE APPLIANCE

When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed,

In no event shall liability exceed the purchase price paid by the purchaser of the
product. Under no circumstances shall there be liability for any loss--direct, indirect
or incidental--or consequential damage arising out of, or in connection with the
use of the product.

including the following:

● MUST DO：

1.Unplug it before maintenance，inspection and moving.

2.Use professional bubble free cleaning fluid to avoid damage to the machine.

3.Regularly dispose of dust on the plug.

4.Plug it in tightly when it is used.

5.Unplug the machine when it is not in use for a long time.

6.Note that the socket must not be overloaded.

7.Use it under the AC 120V.

8.Stop use immediately, turn off the power and unplug in the event of an exception

   or failure.

9.Stop using and look at the manual or consult customer service if there are

   abnormal sounds or smells.

10.Keep away from fireworks, heating, etc.

11.Stop working immediately when there is a foreign body blocking the spray nozzle.

12.Stop working immediately when a foreign body is inhaled.

13.When there is a blockage of clean water bucket or sewage bucket by foreign

     matters, pour out the water and clean up before continuing to use.

14.Remember to unplug the power cord after use.

PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE RETURNING THIS PRODUCT TO THE STORE
. EMAIL TAB CUSTOMER CARE FOR PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS. WE 
WILL RESPOND WITHIN 1 BUSINESS DAY.

CONTACT / TAB CUSTOMER CARE

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
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E-mail: service@tabhome.com

For operation video of R6, please 

check the QR code on the right. TAB Website R6 Operation



● DO NOT：

1.Do not damage the power cord. Do not pull it when handling.

2.Do not use the machine when the power cord and plug are broken or the plug

   gets loose.

3.Do not touch or plug and unplug it with wet hands.

4.Do not allow infants to touch the power plug.

5.Do not spray pesticides, hair colorants，lubricants and other liquid.

6.Do not inhale flammable and explosive substances such as cigarette ends.

7.Do not inhale oil gas heat or dry dust.

8.Do not disassemble, repair or transform it by oneself.

9.Do not use in dangerous situations such as rain water and strong wind.

10.Do not put the main machine in water or water the machine. in order to avoid

   electric shock and fire.

11.Do not inhale dirt and dust with suspected infectious diseases

12.Do not use without a sewage bucket.

13.Do not use for purposes other than cleaning.

14.Do not lean or ride.

15.Do not use the machine within the reach of young children.

16.Do not allow children to use and play with it.

17.Do not use it outside.

18.Do not continue to use if the suction inlet is blocked.

19.Do not pull the power cord when plugging or unplugging it so as not to cause an

   electric shock.

● Body：

1.Clean water tank  2. Cleaning brush  3. Button panel  4. Dirty water tank  5.Host machine

6. Hose   7. Water spray switch button  8.Hand retainer 9. Power switch  10. Bobbin winder base

11. Buckle    12. Lock

● Accessories：

● PRODUCT PARAMETERS：
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Standard brush WidePath brush Self-clean brush InstructionT-shaped brush
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PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS

1 Remove the clean water
tank from the body. 2 Open it and fill with clean water. 

3 Install the clean water tank
into the body. 4 Insert the brush into the handle.

Maximum water level

5 Fix the hose and power cord
before handling.

1 Plug in it. 2 Turn on the main switch.

3 Turn on the power to start. 4 Select suction power or
water temperature.

Turn on

Turn on

Suction switch
button

Temperature
switch button

Water spray button

Spray the stain with clean water to let it surface.
Do not spray continuously at the same spot.
After spraying, absorb the water, so as not
to cause mildew and odor.

Notice：Please spray the residual water in the pipe
before spraying hot water.

5 Press the water spray button
to spray clean water.
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INSTRUCTIONS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Stop spraying, and absorb the sewage.
After using the cloth on which water is
easily retained, please blow dry or air dry.

*If the machine will not be used for a long time, 
please turn off the main power behind the machine.

Attention：Turn off the power before unplugging it.
After use, please hang the coiled power cord back
to its original place.

6 Absorb water. 7 Tum off the power to stop.

Turn off the main switch. 98 Unplug it.

10 Pour away clean water and sewage,
and clean the sewage bucket.

Turn off

Turn off

● Operating Instructions：
In order to avoid blocking the air duct, please clean up large pieces of garbage in the area,
such as large pieces of paper, packaging film, etc. .The cleaning range of this machine is
soft planes such as cloth and plush. It is not recommended to use it on hard surface.

1.Press the power switch to start the machine and start working; Press the power
   switch again to turn off the machine.
2.Power: The default is "Standard" gear, press the "Power" button to adjust to
   "Turbo" gear. Press again to adjust to "Standard", switch back and forth.
3.Temp: The default is "Warm " mode, press the "Temp" button to adjust to "Hot"
    mode. Press again to adjust to "Warm" mode, switch back and forth.
4.Sewage tank water full prompt: When the sewage tank is full, All the lights
   are flashing，the buzzer“drip”voice for three consecutive times to enter the
   standby mode.
5.Adjust the mode according to the demand, hold the cleaning brush, press and
   hold the "water spray switch" button on the bottom of the cleaning brush button,
   the water spray head continues to spray water outward; release the button, the 
   water spray stops.
6.For ordinary stains, pour the cleaning liquid into the cleaning tank and spray
   water on the stains. After spraying water, the cleaning brush is used to wipe
   repeatedly, and the stains and sewage are sucked into the sewage box and
   sucked several times to quickly clean the stains. It is recommended that after
   cleaning, clean it again with water to prevent the cleaning liquid from
   remaining in the fabric. 
7.For stubborn stains, first use a special cleaning solution to the cloth above the
   stain place spray, spray after the use of cleaning brush repeatedly, the cleaning
   solution will completely dissolve the stain, open the machine to clean the liquid
   and sewage into the sewage tank, repeated suction several times can quickly
   clean the stain.
8.After cleaning, use the self-cleaning brush head and perform the overall
   cleaning of the pipe.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS MAINTENANCE

● Power Cord and Hose Storage：

● Cleaning of body：

   Attention：

● ATTENTION：

1.This product has a long power cord, after the product is used, the power cord can
    be wrapped around the back of the machine Winding seat, convenient storage.
2.After the product is used, the hose can be wound in the storage slot at the bottom
   of the machine.

1.The power cord of this product is long, please be careful to trip when using；
2.Do not allow children to sit on the machine;
3.Please pay attention to safety when using this product. Do not put the power cord
   into the water. 
4.Please do not use the machine in the ambient temperature below 0℃ or 50℃.
5.It is strictly prohibited to change the whole machine, accessories and wire
   replacement.

Stop running and unplug it before maintenance.

The ordinary smudges can be wiped with a damp cloth.
The stubborn dirt can be wiped with a damp cloth with detergent and then cleaned with
a dry cloth dipped in water.

1. Install the self-cleaning brush head on the handle, open the machine, and the machine
    starts to work. At the same time, keep pressing the water button, and see a certain
    amount of water stored in the pipe, and clean the pipe. 

● After every use：

● Remove the front cover and then rinse the water sucker：

● Brush head and pipe self-cleaning：

Remove them from the body, rinse thoroughly with water and air dry.

Open it with finger and
then remove it

Press the water button
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MAINTENANCEMAINTENANCE

2.Install the self-cleaning brush head on the handle, open the machine, directly put on the
   brush head into the faucet for direct cleaning.

In order to maintain the performance of the product, please clean the dirty water tank regularly.
If there is more dirty water in the dirty water tank, the suction of this product will be weakened.
If the water level reaches the maximum water level, the dirty water tank should be cleaned in
time. After the dirty water tank is removed from the host, the internal dirty water and garbage
shall be poured out and cleaned.

● Dirty water tank cleaning：

Pull up the dirty water tank obliquely to remove the dirty water tank as a whole, then open the
buckle of the dirty water tank cover, open the cover and clean the dirty water tank.

● Disassembly method of dirty water tank：

Water adding method：Remove the clean water tank, open the water tank cover and add water.
Disassembly method of clean water tank：Pull up the clean water tank obliquely to remove
the clean water tank as a whole, then turn on the cover of the clean water tank and add water.

● Adding water to the clean water tank: When the clean water tank is short
    of water, please add water in time：

1.When the cleaning brush is entangled with hair, use a tool to clean the hair or dirt on the
   bristles.
2.When the cleaning brush is blocked, please remove the transparent cover above the cleaning
   brush, and use chopsticks or other tools to clean the air duct inside the cleaning brush handle.

● Cleaning cleaning brush: When the cleaning brush is entangled by hair or
    blocked by dirt, please clean and maintain it in time：

Self-cleaning
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TROUBLESHOOTINGMAINTENANCE

The filter screen in the clean water tank is used to filter impurities in water and scale generated
after boiling water, so please clean the filter screen in time after using it for several times to
ensure its filtering effect.

● Clean the filter screen in the clean water tank：

The hose of this machine is detachable. If the hose breaks, please remove it and replace it
with a new one.

● Removable hose：

Clean Water Tank

Hose connectorHose elbow

Latch

If any abnormality is found during use, please refer to the following table

Status Possible causes Processing method

The machine does not
work after the switch
is turned on

The plug is not properly
connected and loose, resulting in
poor contact.

Turn off the power and plug it
again.

The internal line or power cord is
broken. Call the repair telephone.

The machine set overheats and
the protective device operates.

Refer to the instructions for
protective device.

The product does not
spray water

Nozzle blockage Remove the nozzle blockage
with a fine needle

Water shortage in clean water tank Add water to the clean water
tank in time

The internal water pipe is blocked
or broken

Contact the merchant or
after-sales

Abnormal noise

The suction port of the product is
blocked or large waste is inhaled Clear blockages in time

Motor failure Contact the merchant or
after-sales

Weak suction or no
water absorption

Too much dirty water in the dirty
water tank Clean the dirty water tank in time

Hose is broken Replace the hose with a new
one

Dirt blocking the suction Clear blockages in time

Abnormal or
inoperative machine

The ambient temperature is too
high or too low

Keep the machine at a suitable
ambient temperature (0℃-50℃)

Contact the merchant or
after-sale

�

Hot water is not hot
�

Slow heating of boiler
Contact the merchant or
after-sales

The boiler is not heated
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

● Only authorized technicians can disassemble this product. It is strictly prohibited

     to disassemble this product by themselves.

● The power cord of this product is long, do not put the power cord in water; the

     power cord can be wrapped around the hook on the back of the host.

● Do not put this product near cigarette butts, lighters or other open flames.

● Please clean the product after usage if needed.

● Do not put heavy objects and sharp objects on the machine.

● This product is an indoor household product. Please do not use it outdoors.

● It is forbidden to press articles (people) above 10kg.

● Do not put this product in a place that is easy to fall (such as tables and chairs).

● When the dirty water in the dirty water tank is full, please empty it before using

    the product.

● The ambient temperature of this product is 5 ℃ to 50 ℃.

● Do not use this product in high temperature environment.

● To prevent tripping, please inform other members of the room when this product

    is working.

● Before using this product, please remove all vulnerable items on the ground

    (such as glasses, lamps) and items that may entangle the floor brush and air

    suction channel (such as wires, paper, curtains).
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